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Home Learning
Week: 20 January 2021 - We’re going on a bear hunt
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Stories, Phase one phonics &
Songs

We’re going on a bear hunt
Join the team at Hampden Way as they go on a bear hunt
adventure.

Bear Hunt
by BEYA

YOUTUBE

The bear went over the mountain
Join Natalie and copy the actions as she sings the bear went over
the mountain.

FA704C3B_81D7_4300_9CAA_24C92836B546.MOV.mov
2:34 video

PADLET DRIVE

I-Spy something beginning with ‘B’
Come and Join Naomi and I-Spy Ricky - I wonder what Ricky has
in his bag today?

Naomi and I-Spy Ricky
by BEYA

YOUTUBE

We’re going on a bear hunt
Come and listen to Janine read the story.

Going on a bear hunt
by BEYA

YOUTUBE

We’re going on a bear hunt
Watch the author of the book ‘We’re going on a bear hunt’
Michael Rosen as he performs his story.

https://padlet.com/Barnet_Early_Years_Alliance/e09gsu8298i8bvln
https://padlet.com/Barnet_Early_Years_Alliance
https://youtu.be/7w_AQTAs_Gk
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/941883955/ae73a2c763de1123e58035f571310ec5/FA704C3B_81D7_4300_9CAA_24C92836B546.MOV.mov
https://youtu.be/5JroI7Ejmes
https://youtu.be/EMWusv_Zz18


We're Going on a Bear Hunt performed by Michael Rosen
by Walker Books

YOUTUBE

Activity ideas

Can you find the bear?
Why not hide one of your teddies in the house and see if
someone else can �nd it? How long did it take them? Maybe you
could give them clues to help. Can you see the bear hiding in this
picture?

Mud paint
Have you ever tried painting with mud? You could do this inside
or out. What other things have you got at home that you could
make paint with? You could try grating chalk and adding water,
or use spices to make smelly paint. Have fun experimenting!

Sensory tray
You might like to �nd a box or baking tray and �ll it with things
to recreate the story. We've used grass, mud, sticks, foil paper to
make a river and cotton wool snow. Find a toy to take on an
adventure. Can you remember all the sounds the different things
made in the story, like the 'swishy swashy' grass?

Maths Challenge

On and Under
We’re going to learn about positional language - �nd a bear and
a chair. Listen - bear and chair sound the same, they rhyme. Can
you put your bear ‘on’ the chair? Can you put the bear ‘under’,
‘next to’, ‘in front’ of and ‘behind’ the chair? Give it a go.

https://youtu.be/2OI7fe766nk
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/941883955/ea9fb032b78e1f7ac9b20cc1de0e78a8/media.jpeg
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/941883955/82d384ca126cc607cbc83f4ac8fb7b7c/media.jpeg
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/941883955/294578741ee3bb3e18410c784d765687/media.jpeg


Number hunt
Have a look around your home and when out walking. What
different numbers can you see? How old are you - 3, 4? Can you
�nd your number? Can you write it?

Physical Challenge

Cosmic yoga
Go on a bear hunt yoga adventure

We're Going on a Bear Hunt | A Cosmic Kids Yoga Adventure!
by Cosmic Kids Yoga

YOUTUBE

Blow bubbles
Have a go at making your own bubble mixture and �nd things
around your home that can be used to make bubbles, such as
pipe cleaners and cookie cutters. Blowing bubbles is a great way
to exercise the muscles we use for speech. Can you pop them
all? How can you make big bubbles and small bubbles? Have fun
�nding out.

How to make bubble mixture
If you've run out of store-bought bubble
mixture or need a quick entertainment
idea for the kids, it's easy to make your
own bubbles from washing-up liquid and
water. But what's the perfect ratio, and
what can you use if you don't have a bubble wand?

BBC GOOD FOOD

Outdoor ideas

Go on a bear hunt
When outside, can you �nd some long grass to walk in, a puddle
to splash in or some mud to squelch in. Remember to wear your
wellies! Can you describe what it feels like and sounds like?

https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/941883955/5c097f4265a4160fba9243b874981f15/media.jpeg
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/941883955/d36e47d68408bc1cfd9ffa508529b878/media.jpeg
https://youtu.be/KAT5NiWHFIU
https://www.bbcgoodfood.com/howto/guide/how-make-bubble-mixture
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/941883955/e72b545a74ee94620412ee4ea91c6eda/media.jpeg


※※※※※※

Supergroup & Makaton

Makaton
Learn the Makaton sign for ‘bear’ with Liz.

D6F097A5_2E50_4704_A4BE_FA35D4CAEC51.MOV.mov
1:17 video
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Supergroup
Join Liz for this weeks Supergroup

Supergroups Jan 2021(1)
by BEYA

YOUTUBE

https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/941883955/6107d32c246eff80aaab8247df9bba4d/D6F097A5_2E50_4704_A4BE_FA35D4CAEC51.MOV.mov
https://youtu.be/5Lg4mxtkJdE

